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ABSTRACT
The objective of an Address Block Location System is to determine the position and
orientation of the destination address block in an image of a mail piece such as a letter,
magazine, or parcel so that the corresponding sub-image can then be presented to either a
human or machine reader (OCR) to direct the mail piece to the appropriate sort category.
This paper overviews a solution methodology for dealing with a wide range of environments and describes the performance of a system based on that methodology. The system
consists of several specialized tools and a control structure so that the tools are opportunistically invoked and coordinated. Performance on a training and testing image database of
difficult cases is described.

1. Introduction
Machines for automatically sorting letter mail have existed for several years. The process
begins with an attempt to locate that portion of the mail piece face that carries the destination
address. Present machines can only correctly sort about 55% of the mail presented to them
[5,15]. The reasons for this relatively poor performance have been determined to be failure in
locating the address block as well as in locating and reading the ZIP code within the address
block. Since either a standard address location is assumed or a few features such as window
reflectivity and high edge density are used to locate the address block, current letter mail sorting
machines are confused by extraneous data on the letter face. Flats (e.g., magazines) and irregular parcels and pieces (IPP) are not presently sorted automatically.
Over the past few years, there have been several systems developed by various universities
and companies for locating address blocks on mail pieces. They include the University of
Maryland [7,17], Elsag [2], Ektron [6], Honeywell [10], and SRI [8]. All these systems use a
two-phase operation, segmentation followed by classification, to locate an address block on a
mail piece. The first phase segments out the text blocks and extracts the intrinsic features of
each block. The second phases then uses the features of the blocks to rank them by their likelihood of being the destination address block. This two phase operation is basically sequential
and rarely provides any feedback. . No provision is made to resegment an image or to use
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domain knowledge to refine the segmentation results. The knowledge used is limited to the
intrinsic features of address block. Spatial relationships between the various blocks on the mail
piece are rarely used. No attempt is made to structure the domain knowledge, and the issue of
integrating knowledge from various sources is rarely explored by any of the other systems.
In previous papers [13,16), we introduced the general problem. This paper describes a
refinement of the architecture of our address block location system (ABLS) and performance
with an image database consisting of many difficult cases. Section 2 describes a a solution
methodology. Section 3 describes the software and hardware implementation. Section 4 is a
description of experimental results and analysis.

2. Solution Methodology
ABLS takes several types of images (photopic, RGB, infra-red, and color under ultraviolet
illumination) of a single mail piece as input, and produces as output one or more candidate
blocks, their orientations and confidence values associated with being the destination address
block. Since mail is usually presorted into the categories of letters, flats, and IPPs, we assume
that this information about the mail stream is available.
A typical mail piece has several regions or logical blocks that are meaningful to mail processing, e.g., address blocks (destination and return), postage (meter mark or stamp), as well as
extraneous blocks such as advertising, logos, and graphics. A study of the relevant characteristics of a sample set of mail pieces reveals the following characteristics: (i) the number of logical
blocks is variable, (ii) logical blocks have certain physical attributes, but there is wide variability, and (iii) spatial relationships often hold among different parts, although on occasion the
address block may be placed randomly.
A statistical database of characteristics of 12,000 mail pieces [4] was utilized in the design
phase. The database was analyzed and compiled into a mail statistical database (MSD) [12].
An examination of the MSD suggests different kinds of domain knowledge which might be useful to ABLS. One is knowledge about the visual properties of the logical blocks. We use five
different kinds of logical blocks: destination address block (DAB), postage stamp or meter
mark, return address block (RAB), advertising text, ·and graphics. The visual properties of the
blocks are called block features in ABLS. 'Examples of block features include length, height,
number of components, number of text lines, skew angle, text line alignment, location,
black/white pixels ratio, texture, color, shape, print-method, and sensitivity in infrared or ultraviolet images, etc.
Analysis of the database also indicates that several different image analysis operations are
useful. Some examples are: locating a rectangular white address label on a multi color background, progressive grouping of characters into text lines and text lines into text blocks, eliminating candidate regions by specialized detectors (e.g., normal postage stamps, airmail stamps,
and meter marks are green, red-orange, and red, respectively, when viewed under ultra-violet
light, windows with translucent covering can be detected by measuring reflectivity, certain inks
are sensitive under infra-red, etc.) and identifying handwritten regions.
The design of ABLS consists of many specialized tools that are appropriately deployed.
An effective method for integrating knowledge from various sources is the blackboard model of
problem solving [3,9]. The basic idea of the blackboard model is to divide a complex problem
into loosely coupled subtasks, and each subtask is attacked by a specialized tool which is called
a knowledge source. The ultimate goal is to integrate knowledge from various sources to
achieve a common goal.
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The blackboard data structure of ABLS contains a three level hierarchy; spatial relationships between objects are in the highest level of the hierarchy. There are three distinct object
classes in the highest level of the hierarchy: machine generated text block, hand generated text
block, and graphic icons. A machine generated text block is formed by grouping character com- '
ponents in the lowest level into text lines in an intermediate level, and then grouping text lines
into machine generated text blocks. A hand generated text block is formed by grouping thin
strokes in the lowest level into a text line, and then grouping text lines into hand generated text
blocks. Graphic icons have no levels below them, and represent the regions which contain "
postal permit marks, (circles, squares) postal icons, address pointers, or advertisting graphics.
Components of ABLS

ABLS has six major components: the MSD, a rule-based inference engine, the control
mechanism, the control data, a blackboard, and a tool box.
•

The MSD contains the statistics of the geometric features of all meaningful logical blocks
in a large sample of mail pieces. This includes the .probability the destination address
block and the return address block are in a particular location in a 3 by 3 grid on the
image, the average and standard deviation of the aspect ratio, number of text lines, and the
address block length of a typical hand and machine generated destination address block.

•

The rule-based inference engine is used for doing forward reasoning on various rule
modules, which are stored with each tool. The inference engine acts as an interpreter of all
the rules.

•

The control mechanism is responsible for checking the termination condition, selecting a
tool, combining new evidence, and updating context. Tool selection is based on the
benefit/cost estimate of each tool. The control mechanism relies on the utility rule module
of each tool to estimate the utility of each tool in the current context. The tool with the
maximum utility is chosen as the tool to be applied next and its utility is reset to zero
before it is applied.

•

The control data provides information for the control mechanism. It contains information
about the interdependency between the tools, and the criteria for accepting a block as the
destination address, or the destination address candidate. The dependency graph (Figure
1) is a directed graph that specifies the sequence in which tools are applied. A node in the
dependency graph is triggered if one of the arcs entering the node is activated. Each node
in the dependency graph represents whether the utility of the associated tool should be reevaluated during the tool selection. The control mechanism will not invoke the utility rule
module of a tool unless its associated node in the dependency graph is triggered. The
selection of a tool will cause the following changes to its associated node in dependency
graph: (i) all the arcs entering this node are deactivated, (ii) this node is untriggered, (iii)
the activation of outgoing arcs of this node will be controlled by the rules in the results
interpretation rule module of the selected tool.

•

The blackboard contains the geometric attributes of blocks extracted from low-level image
processing, the confidence values of labeling hypotheses, and the current context; all information in the blackboard can be either accessed or modified by other components in the
system.
<.

•

The tool box contains a collection of tools, many of which are image analysis related. In
terms of the purpose of each tool, the tools in ABLS can be divided into three categories:
(i) destination address candidates generation tools for generating destination address
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Blackboard

Figure 1. Dependency Graph for specifying the temporal sequence of applying specialized
tools.

candidates from the mail piece images, (ii) destination address candidates discrimination
tools for distinguishing the actual destination address from the destination address candidates, and (iii) control mechanism tools for unifying the block features between overlapping blocks, combining evidence and initiating new hypotheses, and detennining when to
halt the processing. Table I lists of all the tools in ABLS. Each tool contains rules for
estimating the benefit and cost of using it, selecting parameters, evaluating results, and
interpreting results.
Control Strategy
The control strategy of ABLS is an integration of both bottom-up and top-down processing. For the bottom-up processing, initially, one of the thresholding tools is chosen and applied
to the entire mail piece image. The thresholded image is. then segmented, bottom-up, into
blocks using a segmenter tool. The physical attributes of a segmented block are then interpreted
to generate evidence to either support or refute a block as being the destination address. In
addition to using bottom-up processing, the ABLS occasionally will use top-down processing to
search for the address block on a particular portion of the mail piece image. For example, since
the segmentation tool for hand generated addresses runs much slower than other tools, the system usually withhold the invocation of this tool unless there are clues that suggest the existence
of a hand generated address.
.
The global orientation of a mail piece represents the overall gross orientation of the
image. That is, the global orientation is the rotation of the image in increments of 90 degrees
needed to orient the mail piece image so as to presumably correctly orient (within 45 degrees)
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the assumed destination address. It is important to know the correct global orientation of a mail
piece image prior to the interpretation of any of the segmented block, since the global orientation can affect the interpretation of the blocks. Initially, mail piece orientation is unknown to
ABLS. The location of the postage or meter mark may be able to help detennine the correct
global orientation of a mail piece because 99% of the mail pieces have the postage or meter
mark in the upper right comer [12]. If the correct orientation of a mail piece cannot be determined prior to the interpretation of segmented blocks, ABLS will interpret each segmented
block in all four different global orientations. The correct global orientation is then assumed to
be the orientation in which a segmented block obtains the maximum degree of support to be the
destination address.
General Control Strategy
After the interpretation of the segmented blocks, the control strategy of ABLS can be summarized as follows:
•

if only one segmented block satisfies the termination' criteria, the destination address is
considered found,

•

if no candidate block satisfies the candidacy criteria, another thresholding or bottom-up
segmentation tool, which has not yet been used, will be applied to generate more candidate
blocks, and

•

ot.herwise, the control mechanism will select a.1'J.d apply one of the unused tools on t..hose
candidate blocks. This will hopefully generate more pieces of evidence to either support
or refute a candidate block as being the destination address.

2.1. Computation of Utility VaIue

The strategy of tool selection in ABLS is determined by the dependency graph and the
utility value of each tool. The dependency graph specifies the interdependency between tools
and dictates which tools are eligible for the utility value estimation. After utility value estimation, ABLS always chooses the tool with the maximum utility value as the tool to be used next.
Based on the experimental results, the utility value of a tool is computed from the following
five measures:
(1)

the efficiency of a tool, i.e., the ratio of the number of times the tool is used to the number
of times it generates evidence to support the real destination address block as the destination, address.

(2)

the effectiveness ofa tool, i.e., the ratio of the number of pieces of evidence generated by
this tool to the number of pieces of evidence that support the real destination address
block as the destination address,

(3)

the average processing time of a tool, i.e., the sum of CPU time taken by both C program
and Lisp Processor,

(4)

the percentage of the mail population that a tool is designed to deal with. For example,
the MSEG tool is designed to segment machine-generated address block, while the HSEG
tool is for hand-generated address blocks. Since 85% of mail pieces have a machinegenerated address and only 15% of mail pieces have a hand-generated address, the percentage of mail population for the MSEG tool is 0.85 and the percentage of mail population
for the HSEG tool is 0.15, and
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TABLE I
Functional Descriptions of Knowledge Sources.
Category

Descriptions
Tool
DIGI ,produces digitized images (RGB and gray-level) of the original picture.
ADTH adaptive thresholding to convert a gray-level image into a binary
image using local contrast.
COTH color thresholding to extract regions of specified color in RGB images.
SHAP measures the degree of rectangularity of a blob.
MSEG bottom-up segmenter to group machine-generated characters into
Destination
words, lines and blocks.
Address
HSEG bottom-up segmenter to group hand-generated thin strokes into lines
Candidates
and blocks.
Generation
regularity
analyzer to detect the likely regions of hand-generated text.
HWDE
Tools
ZIPM merges small zip code block located in the right bottom comer of a
destination address candidate.
BLCS splits a too high or too wide machine-generated text block into
several smaller text blocks.
BLCM merges machine-generated text blocks which are parallel and close
in proximity.
HWDI regularity analyzer for distinguishing machine-generated versus
hand-generated address block.
TEXA texture discriminator to discriminate address block type characters
from non-address block type characters.
ICDE postal icon detector to detect rectangular postal icons.
UVDE postage detector to detect.the postage locations (stamp, meter-mark)
on UV illuminated image.
Destination
Address
SIZE
uses block features, e.g., aspect ratio, length, height, number of
Candidates
text lines, and number of components, etc., to classify how likely
Discrimination
a block is a destination address, return address, or advertising text.
Tools
LAYO examines the layout of text lines in a block.
LOCA uses the location of a block to determine the likelihood of this block
being the destination address, return address, or postage.
HEUR uses spatial heuristics or rule-of-thumb to guess the destination
address from a list of candidates.
COVF verifies the consistency of labeling hypotheses among neighboring
blocks.
UNIF unifies the block features between blocks generated by different tools.
Control
EVHP pools together the evidence generated by various tools and then uses
Mechanism
them to generate labeling hypotheses.
Tools
STOP decides. whether to halt processing or not.
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(5)

the special situation adjustment, Le., those occasions which require the immediate attention of the system to invoke a particular tool. For example, whenever there are new pieces
of evidence generated, the evidence combination tool (EVHP) will be invoked to combine
evidence.

The final utility value of a tool is computed through the following formula: Let the utility
value of a tool be U, the efficiency of a tool be F, the effectiveness of a tool be E (a weighting
factor W is attached to E to adjust the relative importance of tool effectiveness and tool
efficiency in the utility value computation.), the average processing time of a tool be T, the per- ,
centage of the mail population for which the tool is designed be P, and the value of special
situation adjustment be S, then
U

(F

+ WE)P + S

ma:x;(log T, 1)

The relative importance of the tool efficiency and effectiveness can be adjusted by changing the
weighting factor W. The percentage of mail population is multiplied with the sum of tool
efficiency and tool effectiveness to obtain a preliminary utility value. This preliminary utility
value is then divided by the logarithm of the average processing time to discount the utility
value of a tool which is computationally expensive. The importance of the average processing
time of a tool in this formula can be adjusted by changing the base of the logarithm. The
smaller the base of the logarithm, the more important the processing time is in the formula. The
utility value is finally adjusted by adding the special situation adjustment.
2.2. Confidence Values and Evidence Combination
ABLS can utilize one of several tools at any different time while processing an input mail
piece image. When several tools are used, it is necessary to combine evidence gathered from
the application of each tool. A label for a block can either be a destination address, return
address, graphics, or advertising material. A rule in ABLS consists of the form:
IF (condition) THEN action
where condition represents the testing portion of the rule which must match with the current
state of the blackboard and the action part of the rule is executed if the conditional part is true.
A block is hypothesized to have a particular label if there exists evidence which shows some of
the block's features satisfy the conditional part of a rule, and the action part of that rule
confirms that this block has that particular label.

Estimation of Confidence Value
Each new piece of evidence generated by the application of a specialized tool is associated
with a confidence value to represent the degree to which it supports or refutes a particular labeling hypothesis. An example of including a confidence value is:
IF aspect ratio(A)

=x

and size(A)

=y

THEN A is the DAB with confidence value z

where A is a particular block being tested, x and yare rule parameters, and z is the probability
associated with the confidence of the rule results. The confidence value z represents the aposteriori probability P (hi Ie), where e is the evidence (Le., the condition or "IF" part of a rule),
and hi is the hypothesis associated with the block (Le., DAB, RAB, postage, advertising text,
and graphics). In other words, P (hi Ie) represents the probability of assigning label hi to block
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A given evidence e. In the above example, evidence e is the aspect ratio and size testing portion
of the rule while label hi is the DAB label.
There are several ways to estimate the a-posteriori probability P (hi Ie). The approach we
have taken is to use the available statistics from the MSD plus subjective estimation to initially
estimate the a-posteriori probability P (hi Ie), and then use the experimental results (from an
image database) to fine tune the initial estimate. This approach is by no means complete, or statistically sound, but it represents the best we can get from the available information.
The scheme to combine confidence values of evidence is based on Dempster-Shafer theory
of evidence combination [1,11]. A block on a mail piece can be assigned to anyone label of
the following five-label.set: destination address, return address, postage, advertising or miscellaneous text, graphics. This set is called aframe of discernment (8). The labels in 8 are mutually exclusive and exhaustive. In 'Dempster-Shafer theory, all possible subsets of 8, i.e., 2 181 ,
are considered in evidence combination. The impact of each distinct piece of evidence on the
subset of 8 is represented by a basic probability assignment (m).
The direct implementation of the Dempster-Shafer theory, as noted by Barnett [1], will
result in exponential growth in computation time due to the need to enumerate all subsets of 8.
In order to save the processing time of combining evidence, we assume that a rule can generate
multiple pieces of evidence, and each piece of evidence assigns a number in the range of [0,1]
to every singleton label of 8 such that the sum of numbers could equal to 1 but does not exceed
1. If numbers assigned to labels do not sum to 1, the remaining belief, 1 minus the sum, is
assigned to 8. This assumption is appropriate in ABLS for two reasons: (i) most of the basic
probability assigmnents for pieces of evidence are obtained from the MSD and experimental
results, which like traditional probability density function, assigns belief to the singleton label of
e only, and (ii) a block cannot be hypothesized to have multiple labels in ABLS because each
block on a mail piece can only have a distinctive identity.

3. Implementation.
In terms of the implementation, the tools in ABLS can be divided into two categories.
The first category of tools is primarily implemented in C with some additional knowledge rules
and Lisp functions to do the interface between the control structure and these tools. Tools falling in this category are the ADTH, COTH, MSEG, HSEG, HWDE, HWDI TEXA, SHAP, and
ICDE tools. The detailed descriptions of tools in the first category can be found in [14]. Tools
in the second category are coded in knowledge rules with some additional Lisp functions to
implement those tasks not easily coded in the knowledge rules. Tools belonging to the second
category include the BLCM, BLCS, ZIPM, LA YO, LOCA, SIZE, UVDE, COVF, HEUR,
UNIF, EVHP, and STOP tools.
In the current implementation of ABLS, under UNIX, the top level control structure is

written in Franz Lisp which invokes the specialized tools written in C. ABLS currently runs on
single CPU systems (SUN-3 workstations). With the current system requiring on average 10
minutes to process a mail piece, we are now focusing on methods to reduce the processing time
per mail piece by several orders of magnitude.
4. Experimental Results and Analysis
In order to test the performance of ABLS, experiments were conducted using an image

database consisting of 174 complex training mail piece images. The current training image
database consists of four categories: letters, fiats (e.g., magazines, newspapers), irregular parcels
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and pieces, and manual letters. The images are not a strict statistical sample but skewed
towards cases that would be difficult to handle.
The statistics of perfonnance on 174 training images are shown in Table I1(a). Each testing is classified as a success and correct global orientation (SO), a success and wrong global
orientation (S), a partial success (P), a reject (R), or an error (E). The definition of the performance. code is in Table I1(b). In order to facilitate the development of tools in ABLS, every,
image in the 174 training images was rotated to the correct global orientation. Therefore, the
perfonnance code SO (success and correct global orientation) and S (success and wrong global
orientation) are mixed together as success in Table I1(a). However, when the system was tested
by 30 test images, the statistics of performance do distinguish between S and SO.
If an image is not classified as a success, it is deemed a failure. The reasons for failure are

recorded and tabulated in Table III(a). The cause of failure is roughly divided into six
categories and are defined in Table III(b). Since a failure could be the result of multiple causes,
the summation of each category's percentage may be over 100.
The statistics of perfonnance in Table Il(a) show that ABLS achieves an 81 % overall success rate. The overall success rate of ABLS can not be higher than the percentage of acceptable
segmentations which is 83%. This means that ABLS can l;tchieve a very high success rate (81/
83 = 98 %) given an acceptable segmentation result. Therefore, the key to substantially enhance
the performance of ABLS lies in the improvement of the segmentation results. In the early
stage of ABLS development (June 1986), only one bottom-up segmentation tool (MSEG) was
used, and only about 60% correct segmentation results were achieved. However, with the incorporation of more tools that either use different methods to segment an address block or repair
the segmentation results, ABLS now can achieve an 83% acceptable segmentation. The new
tools incorporated into ABLS after the early development stage include: the HSEG and HWDE
tools to segment hand-generated addresses, the ZIPM tool to merge the ZIP code and the
address block, the BLCS tool to split a text block which is either too high or wide to be address
block, and the BLCM tool to merge an address block with excess spaces between its parallel
text lines.
The experimental statistics (Table I1(a» also show that ABLS achieved a high success rate
on letter mail. This is because most letter mail pieces are structured and have the destination
address in a standard position. For the other three mail classes, generally speaking, the major
cause of failure, besides segmentation failure, is due to confusing text blocks which are too
close to the destination address. This kind of failure is particularly common in fiats which usually have more miscellaneous advertising text than other mail classes. The block splitting tool
(BLCS) of ABLS is aimed to solve this kind of failure, and achieves limited success on a few
cases.
In July 1987, 30 test images that were not part of the training set were used to make the
final evaluation of ABLS. The thirty testing images were chosen from thousands of mail pieces
representing a cross section of mail pieces which encountered in the mail stream. It is not a statistically representative sample in that there are more of difficult cases than ordinarily encountered. The performances on the 30 test images are 77% (SO), 0% (S), 23% (P), 0% (R), and
0% (E), which are consistent with the results of the previous experiments. The performance
codes for test images are slightly different because the definition of the partial success (P) is
relaxed to include every test image which does not have a satisfactory segmentation result.
Since all the failure in testing images are due to poor segmentation, there is no reject and error.
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TABLE Il(a).
Statistics of Performance.
Experimental Results as of December 1987
#of
SO
P
S
R
Cases
Mail Class
41
1
3
50
Flats
Pieces
2%
Percentage
100%
82%
6%
Letters
Pieces
50
46
0
2
0%
4%
Percentage
100%
92%
23
4
IPPs
Pieces
37
3
100%
62%
11%
8%
Percentage
1
37
30
2
Manual Pieces
100%
81%
5%
3%
Percentage
Letters
174
140
9
Total
Pieces
7
100% I 81%
4%
5%
Percentage

E
5
10%
2
4%
7
19%
4
11%
18
10%

TABLE IlCb).
Definition of Performance Code.
Performance
SO

S

P

E
R

Definitions
Success and Correct Global Orientation. The destination address
is the highest ranked block, and the segmented destination
address contains enough address to correctly sort the mail
piece, and correct global orientation.
Success but Wrong Global Orientation. The destination address
is the highest ranked block, and the segmented destination
address contains enough address to correctly sort the mail piece,
but wrong global orientation.
Partial Success. The destination address is the highest ranked
block, but the segmented destination address contains
insufficient address to correctly sort the mail piece.
Error: The highest ranked block is not the destination address.
Reject. System cannot recommend any block as the DAB (Le.,
all figures of confidence were too low).
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TABLE III(a).
Statistics of Cause of Failure.
Mail Class
Flats
Pieces
Percentage
Letters
Pieces
Percentage
Ipps
Pieces
Percentage
Manual Pieces
Percentage
Letters
Total
Pieces
Percentage

#of
Cases
9
100%
4
100%
14
100%
7
100%
34
100%

H

2
22%
0
0%
1
7%
2
29%
5
18%

Q
3
33%
4
100%
8
57%
2
29%
17
50%

Cause of Failure
L
S
1
2
11%
22%
0
0
0%
0%
4
0
0%
29%
1
2
14%
29%
3
7
9%
21%

N
4
44%
1
25%
4
29%
2
29%
11
32%

C
3
33%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
3
9%

TABLE III(b).
Definition of Failure Code.
Code
H

Q

L
S
N
C

Definition
Hand-Generated destination address that caused a mis-segmentation or
non-segmentation of the destination address.
Poor image quality that caused a mis-segmentation or non-segmentation of
the destination address.
The destination address located in an unusual location.
The size of the destination address is either unusually too large or too small.
The destination address is near other advertising or miscellaneous text blocks,
which caused an over-segmentation.
Advertisit'1g or miscellaneous text blocks which are similar to the destination
address and are in an usual location for a destination address.

4.1. Chronology of Experimental Results

A short chronology of experimental results from June 1986, to December 1987 is shown
in Figure 2. Before January 1987, the experimental results were only classified into three
categories: success, reject, and error. For experimental results later than November 1986, an
additional category "partial success" is added to the performance categories. The latest experimental results as of December 1987 have been tabulated in Table I1(a).
As more tools are incorporated into ABLS, as shown in Figure 2, the overall success rate
gradually improved from 50% to 81 % except for a slight dip in January 1987. The success rate
for the entire 174 training images in the image database is 72% in January 1987, which is
slightly lower than the 75% success rate for the first 97 images database in November 1986.
The reason for this dip in success Tate is that there are 30 letter images (10 in Trial and 20 in
Letters) in the first 97 images but only 20 letter images in the last 77 images. Since letter mail
has the highest success rate among all the mail classes, a higher volume of letter mail means a
higher overall success rate.
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100
90

80
70
-- Success

60

Partial Success

Percentage

50

Reject

40

-0-

Error·

30
20
10

o6/86

?

7/86

9/86

11/86

1/87

6/87

12/87

Date
Figure 2. Chronology of experimental results.

5. Conclusion
A methodology for designing a system to recognize the destination address block on a
mail piece face that may be structured, partially structured or random has been described. The
approach has been to utilize specialized tools to generate several candidates for the destination
address block, and to distinguish the destination address from the other candidates. The framework is flexible enough to incorporate many tools. Knowledge about the selection and utilization of each tool is kept independently and separately for each tool so that the addition, deletion,
or modification of a tool will not cause side effects on other tools.
The experimental results demonstrate that using multiple thresholding tools, segmentation
tools, and refined-segmentation tools is a promising direction toward locating address blocks on
mail pieces with varying degrees of complexity and quality. Co.mmercial letter mail sorting
machines of today largely assumes a standard position for the address block and cannot process
mail pieces with complex structure. This work described a real working address block location
system which could be incorporated into the OCR machines currently used by the USPS. The
key set of features which are useful for locating an address block have been identified. The
necessary image analysis tools needed to extract those features have also been developed. The
knowledge-base of ABLS together with the experimental results and perfonnance analysis can
provide valuable infonnation for the design of next generation OCR machines for automatic
mail sorting.
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